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Campus News 
Fudan Hosts the 2016 Y20 

 

G20 Youth Summit (hereinafter referred to as Y20) will be held in Beijing and Shanghai in 

late July. Y20 is sponsored by the All-China Youth Federation and hosted by Fudan 

University. It is also co-sponsored by China Youth Daily, the Shanghai Youth Federation and 

other organizations. 

The Y20 is linked with the G20, aiming at providing an institutionalized high-end dialog 

platform for young people from across the G20 countries. It encourages them to pay close 

attention to the most pressing global problems, to realize how to fully negotiate and finally 

reach consensus as future leaders. 

The first official Y20 conference was held in 2010. Afterwards, every year the rotating 

presidency of the G20 shoulders the responsibility for hosting the Y20. The previous five 

meetings were held in Canada, Mexico, Russia, Australia and Turkey. 

Y20 2016 is themed as “Youth Innovation for Our Shared Vision”. The most popular five 

proposed recommendations out of all the topics have been chose by the delegates through 

online voting, including “Poverty elimination and joint development”, “Entrepreneurship and 

creative thinking”, “Social justice and equal opportunities”, “Green life and sustainability”, 

and “Partnership and global governance”. During the summit, more than 130 young people 

from different countries will exchange ideas, carry out tense multilateral consultations, and 

eventually come to a fair, creative and representative solution. The final report will be 

submitted to the national leaders attending the G20 meeting in September. 

(Source from Y20 China official website) 



Research Spotlight  
Fudan Holds Special Exhibition of Proto-porcelain Archaeological 

Achievements 

 
On the afternoon of April 26, the opening ceremony of “Origin: The Special Exhibition of the 

Proto-porcelain Archaeological Achievements” was held in Jinglai Hall of Fudan Museum. 

Deputy Party Secretary Liu Chenggong gave a congratulatory address and announced the 

opening of the exhibition. Yu Youliang, Curator of the Museum of Deqing County and Shen 

Yueming, Party Secretary of Zhejiang Cultural Relics and Archaeological Research Institute 

also delivered speeches respectively. Lu Jiansong, Director of the Department of Cultural 

Heritage and Museology of Fudan University attended the opening ceremony. The related 

officials from the University Party Committee’s Publicity Department, the Office of Social 

Sciences, the Office of Teaching Affairs and the Department of Cultural Heritage and 

Museology were present at the ceremony as well.The proto-porcelains exhibited at Fudan this 

time were treasured collection of the Museum of Deqing County and the latest archaeological 

accomplishments of Zhejiang Cultural Relics and Archaeology Academic Forum. The 

exhibition at once revealed the natural beauty of proto-porcelains and led audience to the 

“Origin of Porcelain” from the perspectives of artistic features, history, similarity to 

hierarchical bronzeware and cultural heritage. This special exhibition lasts till May 31.  

                                                         (Source from Fudan Homepage) 

 



China ABC 
Love Birds in Chinese People’s Eyes   

In the eyes of Chinese, mandarin ducks represent couples who cherish pure, faithful love. 

Many beautiful fairy tales about the fowl have been spread far and wide. 

As Chinese believe mandarin ducks are symbols of true love and a happy marriage, many 

Chinese give quilts, pillowcases, padded mattresses and washbasins, all with images of the 

ducks, as presents to newlyweds. 

 

Given the fondness Chinese have for mandarin ducks, various crafts, including embroideries, 

paper-cuts and New Year’s paintings, contain patterns of the beautiful birds. The pattern that 

reflects two mandarin ducks playing on water under lotus flowers is most popular with 

Chinese. 

The image of a pair of wild geese, flying side by side, was a favorite of many Chinese 

scholars and artists throughout the dynasties Scholars wrote articles about and/or painted 

pictures of the geese, which they compared to “a loving couple ”. 

Chinese for thousands of years have also thought of the magpie, which has symbolized 

happiness and good luck, as a benevolent animal. 

As Chinese consider wild geese and magpies to be symbolic, various crafts, including 

paintings, embroideries, paper-cuts and items of china, contain patterns of the birds. 



 

 (Source from Women of China) 

 
Recommended Events  
Upcoming Campus Events 

http://www.fudan.edu.cn/en/channels/view/125/ 

 

Upcoming Social Events 

14. June               Topic: AIRELLE BESSON JAZZ QUARTET In Shanghai 

19:30                    Venue: Shanghai Poly Theatre    

 

http://www.fudan.edu.cn/en/channels/view/125/


         

15. June     Topic: Richard Galliano & Geneva Chamber Orchestra 

19：30        venue: National Center for the Performing Arts - Concert Hall             
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